As an expert in Digitization even before it was called Digitization, Jim has spent most of his career helping people understand how business and technology intersect. He is an exponential thinker and charismatic speaker currently working with most of Cisco's largest customers as they build their Digital Strategies.

As John Chamber's longtime product-demo sidekick, he delivered over four hundred keynote demonstrations at industry, technology, and CXO events, including Cisco Live, CES, HIMSS, NRF, Oracle World, Salesforce, DODIS, Cisco Partner Summit, and Cisco's World-wide Sales meetings.

Jim has also presented to many Government and World Leaders, including Hillary Clinton, George W. Bush, Tony Blair, Madeleine Albright, Dimitry Medvedev, Al Gore, Viktor Chernomyrdin, Vicente Fox, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jean Carnahan, and Jim Gilmore.

When he's not explaining technology, Jim is an avid Astrophotographer, Musician, Pilot, and Boater.